
CHAPTER ONE  

Lionhearted 
 

‘It was foretold that when the Great Darkness descended, a Champion from Heaven and a 

Champion from Earth, would rise to combat such evil.’ 

— From the files of the World Intelligence  

Security Endeavor, The Legend of Ishtar 

July 11, 2011, Georgetown, Washington, D.C. 

Daniel 

he mid-sized brownstone, which had been parceled into smaller apartments, felt like a place of 

respite when Daniel had moved in three years ago. It had reminded him a little bit of his 

childhood home except the neighborhood, with its smooth, tree-lined sidewalks and working street-

lamps was a lot cleaner, and the landlord kept the building and its apartments in good repair. 

He wondered if he could just rent out a closet to unplug himself, as if he was a robot powering 

down for the day. It wasn’t like he had much of a life beyond what he did at work. He thought about 

his routine: shower, dinner, read a book, and watch some baseball until he passed out. Not for the 

first time, he mused that he might look like he was twenty-eight, but there was no question that he 

lived like an old man. “America’s walking symbol of might,” he muttered. “Yup. That’s me.” 

He took a deep breath and closed his eyes before opening the apartment building’s door, trying 

to exhale and erase the last three hours of his workday. He had been training his ROTC cadets at 

Roosevelt University outside in the mud for most of the afternoon. That wasn’t a hard thing in itself. 

Today his boss, accompanied by some important military recruiters, had come unannounced to watch 

him. He had decided to crank up the performance by a notch or three and, to his surprise, the cadets 

had balked. All through the hot afternoon, going through drill after drill with whiny cadets, Daniel 

had longed for a few days in the field on active duty, chasing down arms dealers. He’d take that over 

the rude laziness of this newest batch of entitled, apathetic students any day, especially considering 

today’s embarrassing display. Afterward, he had endured a spectacular chewing out by Rob Fisher, 

then by a couple of other higher-ups. Now tired, sweaty, and, although he wouldn’t dare admit it to 

anyone, a little achy, he was ready to end his day. He opened the door, grateful to close it to the world 

behind him. 

He stood at the bottom of the stairs and noticed a small sofa blocking the path to his apartment. 

He put his hands on his hips, let his shoulders slump, and his head dropped toward his chest as he 

shook it. Straightening and backing up from the first step, he ran toward the sofa and jumped. His 

left leg twisted between cushions, sinking into the deep crease where the seat and back met. Pressing 

his palms flat on the floor to balance his weight, he tried to dislodge himself, but ended up taking an 

awkward lunge. Letting out a deep sigh, he surveyed the mess he had made. 

“Sorry about that,” said a voice. 

T 



Daniel twisted in the direction of the voice. A young woman stood at the threshold of the 

building’s only first-floor apartment. From this angle, he couldn’t see her face right away. She was 

wearing light purple sneakers and torn-up jeans that hugged the bottom half of her hips. Her darker 

purple t-shirt, damp down the center, skimmed her narrow waist, emphasizing the roundness of her 

breasts. 

She said something else, but his brain had gone momentarily numb. He looked up and stared at 

what seemed like Helen of Troy, come to life. She was stunning. Her eyes were large, with long 

eyelashes. Her nose was small and straight, and her mouth was full, evenly proportioned, and dark 

pink. Her black hair was pulled back in a long ponytail. The remote, artistic part of Daniel’s brain, 

which he’d thought long-buried, lit up. His long-abandoned sketchbook sprung to mind momentarily. 

He refocused. 

“I should’ve asked the movers to bring this inside, but they said it was too bulky and it would cost 

extra,” she was saying. “I didn’t want to pay the extortion money. It’ll be out of your way as soon as 

I figure out how to maneuver it.” She smiled. 

Daniel swallowed hard. He saw pretty women all the time. In fact, because of his unique standing 

at the university, he was a frequent recipient of unwanted female attention. They either came on too 

strong or acted awestruck, or they were way too young and silly. As a general rule, he disliked his 

semi-celebrity status as a youthful hero from a bygone era. If this woman showed interest, he admitted 

to himself, he might not mind so much. Her hands rested on her hips, as if she was waiting for him 

to say something. Had she asked him a question? “Very nice, schmuck,” he thought. He prided himself 

on not being the kind of man who leered at or objectified women, but he couldn’t stop staring, all 

the while thinking, “I’m no better than the rest of them.” He used his hands to yank his foot out, 

rolled sideways, and hit his head on the banister. The banging of his skull against cast-iron bars 

clanged through his head. 

“Are you alright?” She was a few steps closer now, just at the foot of the stairwell, looking up at 

him. 

“Yeah.” He rubbed the back of his head. “I think your couch ate my shoe.” He put on what he 

hoped was a charming smile, then lurched forward as he tried to sit up straight. He barely avoided 

somersaulting over the couch and slid gracelessly down the stairs. He ended up sprawled on the floor 

looking up. It wasn’t a bad view.  

“Uh…do you need some help moving this, ma’am?” He pushed himself up to sit. He wondered why 

on Earth movers would just plunk someone’s stuff outside their door and leave, or demand extra to 

do their job, especially, when it was a beautiful girl who needed help. He fought the urge to voice 

his indignation at her treatment. 

“Only if you’re up to it.” She waved a hand in front of him. He could feel his face heating. “I think 

you hit your head pretty hard.” She regarded him with concern. “I’m Nina, and I’d love the help, but 

can I help you first?” 

“Oh, right. Yeah. I’m Daniel. Sure thing. I mean, I’m fine. Sure, I’ll help, thanks.” He figured he 

could find a picture of himself in the dictionary later, next to the word ‘awkward’. Then again, he also 



was pretty sure that he was one of the few people left on the planet who used a physical book for a 

dictionary. He slid himself down, careful not to topple the thing backward and onto her. Nina grabbed 

his arm to steady him as he got to his feet. 

Her skin was smooth and cool. Up close, he saw that her eyes were dark blue, almost indigo. Her 

complexion brought to mind a beach whose sand was soft, with a touch too much peach undertone 

to be called tan. She even smelled like the beach: seawater, driftwood, and some tropical flower. 

Jasmine, maybe. He was dizzy for a moment, as if he’d smacked his head again. He wobbled as he 

balanced between the one shod and one bare foot. He pulled his hand away and stepped back more 

abruptly than he’d intended. Nina’s brow furrowed. Daniel looked down at the sofa. “No. Yeah.” 

His voice was a hair higher than he would have liked. “I mean, I’ll help you get everything inside. 

Then uh…maybe I can get my shoe and sock out of your furniture.” He shifted his weight to his bare 

foot, wishing he’d been less awkward and more charming. He was perpetually stupid around dames. 

Women. 

Getting the couch into the apartment was not difficult. It was bulky though, and Daniel was 

surprised that Nina lifted her end easily. They steered it through the door and around a few stacks of 

boxes, then set it down. She reached down into the depths between the cushions, frowned, and 

plucked out the missing sneaker and sock. “You’d been working hard today already, clearly,” she said, 

assessing the sweaty, mud-caked garments. Do you want to sit down and rest?” 

He took them from her and balanced on the right foot as he slid the sock and shoe back onto the 

left. “Thanks,” he said more to his feet than to her face. He sat down on the edge of the couch just 

in case he got uncomfortable and needed to bolt. He wondered if there was a way to sneak a whiff 

of his armpits without her noticing. 

“I appreciate your help.” Nina folded her arms. “Now, how shall I repay you, New Neighbor 

Daniel?” 

Daniel was disappointed. She was just another star struck broad with sex on her brain, after all. 

He glanced up at her. Her posture was relaxed and there was no sign of expectation or want in her 

expression. It became obvious to him that she was simply waiting for an answer. “I need to get over 

myself,” he thought. He was again aware that he was sweaty, filthy, and that his gym sock and dirt-

caked sneaker had been wedged into a pretty stranger’s couch. “Seriously,  

you don’t need...” 

“Do you like pizza? Is there a good delivery place around here? Let’s do that if it’s okay with you. 

I’m starved.” Nina scribbled down the toppings she wanted on some scrap paper and left it, along 

with some cash, on the coffee table. 

He rubbed the back of his neck and speed-dialed Gio’s Italian Bistro. He took a precautionary 

sniff of his armpits. 

From the kitchen, Nina sang some tune in a language he didn’t recognize. Her voice was light 

and clear, and belied the sadness implied in the song. He looked around. The apartment’s layout was 

identical to his, but it seemed more open. He walked over to the window overlooking the side yard. 

Outside, the giant tulip poplar seemed larger and sturdier than from the top-down view from his 



bedroom. From his usual view, the branches reached out like enormous, hairy arms hitting the 

windows and blocking out light. From this angle, the trunk stood its ground. It was neither defensive 

nor offensive. It was simply still, as if certain of its position in life. It was less wild and angry. It struck 

him that his apartment’s insides mirrored his inner life: a dark, jumbled mess where nothing fit 

together, regardless of his precise, military-style attempts at order. In here, evening light spread across 

the straight lines of the oak floor and filled the entire space. 

Nina rounded the corner with two water bottles in one hand and a sealed sandwich bag full of 

ice in the other. “For your head,” she explained, first handing him the ice pack and then the drink. 

She sat down next to him. She didn’t sit opposite him, on the other end of the sofa the way most 

strangers would, but just a few inches away, their knees nearly touching. She reached past Daniel and 

he swallowed hard as she put her hand over his. She lifted his hand to touch the ice pack to his head. 

If he moved his head a half-inch, his lips would be on her hand. “That’s where you hit it,” she 

informed him. “I bet that feels better.” She was right, the ice pack brought immediate relief to the 

pulsating heat. 

There was something about her that was...he struggled for a word. Familiar? He breathed slowly, 

savoring Nina’s scent again. He would have remembered if they’d met, he was sure of that. When 

Fisher Steel loaned him out to the Army a lifetime ago in the forties, the troops used to tell stories 

about picking up girls. Asking about perfume or lipstick was a surefire way to get slapped, he 

remembered, and ‘Have we met before?’ was an obvious line to women even if a guy was genuinely 

asking. Nina was warm and welcoming, and clearly, she had neither the intention of making a move 

on him, nor had she asked him to stay merely as a formality for helping her. There was nothing that 

seemed false about her. Somewhere in the back of his mind, he realized he had no reason to believe 

any of this. He was usually wary of other people’s motivations. 

As they waited for dinner to arrive, Daniel decided that ‘right’ was the correct word—almost. She 

asked him questions about the District. They discovered a common taste for old movies and the 

outdoors. Enjoying talking to strangers was a rarity. He surreptitiously examined Nina’s face as they 

talked. Her forehead was broad and smooth, with high, narrow cheekbones and a slightly pointed 

chin. Her jaw was just a little too firm for her to have a heart-shaped face. The overall effect was she 

looked delicate but determined. Her face was a paradox: strong and fragile. Her eyes were large and, 

looking more closely, just a bit too light to be indigo. Vivid gold and violet flecks extended from her 

pupils to the borders of her irises and lit up when she laughed. 

She seemed interested in what he had to say. Some people, especially women, pretended to pay 

attention to him, but he could see their eyes glaze over when he talked about his job in Roosevelt 

University’s History Department; heading up and creating the training regimens for the school’s 

ROTC. Not only did she listen; she asked questions. “What do you like best about your job?” she 

wanted to know. “Which parts are the most difficult?” Usually people just talked at him, looking for 

a favor or a selfie.  



He sighed and didn’t answer that last question. “So.” A few silent seconds ticked by. “Uh, so 

what brings you here?” He realized he should have asked her that an hour ago. He wasn’t sure whether 

his rudeness stemmed from nervousness or self-absorption. 

“I’m the archivist for the O’Conner Military and History Library at Roosevelt University. But I 

have no idea why they hired me. There’s something you should probably know about me.” He 

watched her make a light fist and press her fingernails into her palm. “I have almost total amnesia of 

my life before a few weeks ago. Everything is pretty new to me. I even have to stop and think about 

what I might like to eat when I’m at the grocery store,” Nina half-joked. “My earliest memory is of 

being visited by the men who are now my bosses when I woke up in a hospital room a month ago.” 

She furrowed her brow, as if she was unsure of what to volunteer. “I wasn’t even sure where I was. 

Really, I thought Doctor Fisher might be a relation of mine. But he assured me I wasn’t married, and 

that I in fact had no family at all, or any kinds of connections. They had a lot of papers to prove who 

I was.” 

“And you just trusted him?” Daniel cringed and tried to calm his alarm, now knowing that Rob 

Fisher had come to see her personally. 

Her eyes widened. “I had no reason not to.” She paused and looked down. Daniel glanced at the 

small space between them on the seat of the couch. Their fingers were millimeters from touching. 

“That information is the closest thing I have to an identity. Doctor Fisher was the first person who I 

had any connection with since I woke in the hospital, and the few others I met are because of him.” 

She paused and tapped her finger, almost brushing the tip of his. “This life and job are my only 

connection to the world.” Her voice had quieted. 

He looked at their almost-touching hands. “I get that. I felt the same way at first. Rob’s a good 

guy.” He wondered if the second man Nina mentioned had been Marcus Smallwood. Maybe it was 

the amnesia, but she seemed a little naïve, and he had a sinking feeling he knew what her job duties 

really comprised. He recalled Director Smallwood mentioning a new library hire a while back, 

someone who could get access to things easily for the team. “Who’s your supervisor?” 

Nina averted her eyes downward and she pulled her hand away. “I’m…” 

Daniel’s heart dropped. There was no getting away from his job; he was his job. “Let me guess. 

Dean of Social Sciences Rob Fisher approached you in his tailored suit, offering for you to be an 

integral part of saving the world, and WISE Director Marcus Smallwood put on his little, gold-wire 

reading glasses to show you where on the contract to sign,” he said. “Welcome to the World 

Intelligence Security Endeavor, Rob Fisher’s private little superhero club.” She sucked in her lips and 

looked at her lap. 

“Nina Asher, librarian, allow me to introduce myself again.” She looked up at him. He forced 

himself to face her. He always hated this part of a conversation. Saying his name carried the baggage 

of his entire past: he was a Holocaust survivor. He was a ninety-three-year-old scientific experiment 

gone wrong. He was briefly a symbolic, honorary major in the U.S. Army, the paragon of the ‘new 

and improved’ soldier. Because his image was all over propaganda posters during the war, everyone 

seemed to think he was the bee’s knees. Daniel had no idea what happened to sixty-four years of his 



life. One second, he had stepped back into the since-destroyed Nazi experimentation facility where 

he’d been imprisoned two years prior; next he was wandering around in an Iraqi desert, incoherent 

and in another century altogether, without having aged a single day. Nina was going to find out sooner 

or later. “My name is Daniel Hecht. Sometimes on campus they call me ‘Lionheart’.” 

He had liked the idea of meeting someone who had no knowledge of his strangeness. Just for a 

while, he had been a guy helping and getting to know his attractive new neighbor. Her cheeks flushed, 

and she bit down on her lip again. She lifted her eyes and smiled. It caused a reaction that was going 

to be embarrassing in a minute, and not just because heat crept up Daniel’s neck. It was making its 

way further down. 

Nina touched his hand. “I thought you looked familiar, but you’re better looking than the portrait 

in the history department’s main entrance. She seemed to study his face. “You’re taller than the 

picture makes you out to be, your hair is a shade lighter, and there’s more expression in your eyes. 

And now I’ve also seen you smile. You’re whole in person.” She really was blushing this time. It was 

probably the sweetest thing he had ever seen on another human being. Plus, apparently, she thought 

he was good looking. “I didn’t want you to think I had an agenda…I mean…I don’t have one, I’m 

happy to have you here…Maybe I’ll just be quiet now.” The pink in her face darkened. “Did I happen 

to mention I have no idea who I am or what I’m like?” 

He laughed. Nina mouthed, “Sorry.” The tension in his shoulders and neck released when her 

cool palm touched the back of his hand and she looked into his face, all earnestness and concern. 

Relaxing wasn’t exactly helping the other situation. It probably wasn’t noticeable through his jeans, 

but he wasn’t going to risk anything. He looked around for something to stick over his lap. Finding 

nothing, he crossed his legs. 

Daniel shook his head and smiled. “Don’t be sorry, I was read the same riot act when I got here, 

too.” For a moment, he remembered something. He could hear waves on the beach, caught the wisp 

of salt and Nina’s scent in the air. The memory teetered on the edge of his consciousness, lingered 

for a split second, and disappeared. In the three years he had been living in this time period, he’d 

spent most of his time trying not to think about the past and committed to arranging his new life in 

as orderly and complication-free a manner as possible. Today, he got stuck in a stranger’s couch, and 

stayed attached to it hours later. Smelling of cooled sweat and caked in dirt, he’d gotten sucked into 

the orbit of a beautiful, obviously well-educated young woman who had no past whatsoever. “You’ve 

landed a job working at a learning institution that houses a secret band of super-powered misfits 

beneath it.” 

There was a knock on the door. They got to their feet simultaneously, causing Nina to walk into 

him, bumping up against his chest. Her eyes got rounder and she reddened again as much as Daniel 

was sure he had. They each took a step back. “Let me. You didn’t have to help me with this.” 

He shook his head. “That’s not how it works.” He reached into his back pocket for his wallet, 

but as he started to count out cash, Nina took a big step over the coffee table and got to the door 

before he realized what had happened. When she returned with the pizza, she placed the box on the 

coffee table. He narrowed his eyes at her. “That was sneaky.” He tensed. “I mean…uh…I really 



could’ve gotten that. I’m not upset or anything it’s just that…” His train of thought vanished when 

she smiled at him. “Thank you for helping me.” She leaned closer and Daniel swallowed hard. Once 

again, her scent, maybe something in her hair, triggered the image of a beach—a very specific one. 

She extended her arm toward him. 

“Um…we uh…we just…” Nina angled herself to grab her water bottle and sat back. Daniel 

exhaled, feeling a combination of disappointment and relief. 

As they ate, the sun lowered further, casting orange light across Nina’s face, making the gold rays 

in her dark blue eyes flash. “So, that must be hard, not knowing about yourself.” 

She looked at her hands. “It is. It’s frustrating and confusing sometimes.” She smiled and looked 

at him. “But I can tell you whatever you want to know about virtually anything in ancient history or 

several mythologies.” 

He resisted the urge to squeeze her hand. “I’m sure they’ll come back. I mean um…I’m not sure, 

but I hope they do, and uh…” 

“Every day is a new beginning. For now, I have no past.” Nina smiled with her mouth closed. She 

still looked nervous. “All anyone really has is the present moment, and that moment has infinite 

possibilities, so I choose trust and honesty.” She met his eyes. “I hope that one day, when my 

memories return, I will have no reason not to continue to live each moment as if it were absolutely 

beautiful and whole.” She beamed at him. “But I suppose we both have a sort of amnesia, then, don’t 

we? You’re missing about seventy years and haven’t aged a bit.” 

It was a good point. The Nazis had been working with what they considered magic, looking for 

ways to travel through time, in addition to creating an army of übermenshen to send into to the past 

and the future. He was the one success on both fronts. Unfortunately for the Nazis, their success 

came on the tail end of the experimentation facility’s attack by a small, piecemeal resistance cell for 

the former, and more than two years later for the latter, when he had ended up in an era where he 

should have been decrepit or dead. 

When they’d finished, he realized he didn’t want to leave quite yet. Even on good days, he rarely 

connected with other people. Today had not been a good day. “I can stay and help you get settled.” 

The words came as a surprise even to himself. “That is, uh… if you want help.” He bit the insides of 

his cheeks. 

There weren’t that many boxes to unpack. He emptied the boxes marked, ‘books,’ first. There 

were three book cases and five boxes. The books were about philosophy, ancient history, mythology, 

and art. They were big, theoretical volumes, not just narratives: the kinds of things he wanted to study 

such a long time ago, before everything changed. Most of the books looked well-worn, and they were 

all annotated in pencil. He smiled to himself. Nina was a woman with whom he might be able to have 

an interesting, deep conversation. Maybe she’d want to go out sometime. 

As he helped her move pots and pans from a box to a cabinet in the kitchen, he realized that 

aside from her choices of reading materials, he didn’t know much about her; she’d kept him talking 

about himself. Yet, once things were put away and boxes were broken down and hauled to the 

dumpster, there was no more work to be done. “I should get going and give you some time to settle 



in.” His mood deflated as he said it, but there was no reason not to excuse himself at this point. 

Besides, he’d wanted to go take a shower and a nap this evening. Daniel straightened up, hands 

shaking and stomach squeezing. Unsure of how to say goodbye, he extended his arm for a handshake. 

Nina grasped his hand, holding it instead of shaking it, and led him to the couch again. “Please 

keep me company.” 

He drew a deep breath. Several answers vied for a voice: “Thanks, but I’ve got to go, nice meeting 

you;” “I thought you’d never ask;” “I need to take a shower, I’m gross.” Instead, he blurted “Always.” 

His voice caught. She cocked her head. He had no idea why he’d said that, but it had been an 

automatic response, as if they’d had that brief exchange several times before. “I mean…I, 

uh…yeah…I’ve um…I’ve got nothing going on, I’d love to stay.” 

They sat back down, once again just a few inches apart. He almost wished she would move off a 

bit. He hadn’t been able to get drunk since he went through what he now euphemistically called ‘The 

Process,’ that changed his entire body and was the basis for his unwanted celebrity status, but he 

remembered what it was like for his judgment to be that impaired. Close proximity to Nina was 

intoxicating. He wanted more and less of it at the same time. He remembered a roller coaster he used 

to ride on Coney Island, the Cyclone, when he was a kid. He hated the feeling of careening toward 

the ground in near-free-fall and abruptly being tossed upside-down, but he always went back for more 

when the ride was over. 

“You were talking about it being hard to be new around here,” he said. I guess I know something 

about what that’s like.” He remembered being eleven, legs wobbling as he got out of the coaster car 

with his buddy, Sam, and staggering to the back of the line for another ride. 

She took a sip from her water bottle. “I know what Doctor Fisher and Director Smallwood 

showed me. I know the content of all those books.” She gestured with her bottle toward the 

bookcases. “They’ve given me a job and access to facilities that hopefully will help me remember one 

day.” She caught his gaze and held it. “Doctor Fisher, I mean Rob, has already put me through several 

different psychological and physical tests through the biology department and medical school.” Nina 

twitched her mouth to one side. “If Rob thinks he can help me out, and I get a job and a chance to 

repay the kindness by running research surreptitiously down to WISE, it’s mostly a win-win.” 

Nina smiled, and Daniel was hooked. “As I said, I choose to see the positives and trust people.” 

Daniel furrowed his brow. He had a slightly different take on life between the university and 

WISE, but she had just got here. 

She tilted her head. “Thank you, by the way. For helping me I mean…and for keeping me 

company. No one at work has stopped to talk to me yet, other than instruct me about my job duties.” 

“I’ll introduce you around,” Daniel blurted. He froze, his stomach tightening while she considered 

the offer. He cleared his throat. 

“I’d like that. Thank you.” Nina smiled again. 

“I figure they probably gave you the official tour then. Do you, um, you think you know your way 

around?” Daniel paused a little too long for a comfortable silence. “I can uh…y’know, give you the 



real tour around the campus tomorrow if you want.” He knew he sounded like a nervous sixteen-

year-old twit asking the prettiest girl in school on a date. 

“I’d like that as well, Daniel, thank you. Right now, I feel lost.” Nina stood up. 

 

Daniel 

Daniel had a hard time falling asleep. His mind hovered on the verge of a memory, as if he’d 

forgotten something important, though he couldn’t grasp it, maybe he’d forgotten to say something 

to Nina. He thought about how around the time he’d gone through ‘The Process,’ the Nazis had 

blinded him to anything beautiful or bright in the world. Nothing was ever the same. He hadn’t 

thought about drawing in ages, until this evening. He used to like to draw things he thought were 

beautiful. He remembered spending so many hours sitting or lying quietly because he was too sickly 

to do much else, whiling the time by reading and drawing. After Kristallnacht, when he woke up with 

a series of numbers written on his forearm, to become permanent soon after, and wearing a Star of 

David over his heart, he decided there was no beauty left to save. 

He rolled out of bed and dug around in his desk drawer for his mostly empty sketching notebook. 

He fanned through the blank pages, tempted to doodle. He hadn’t done much drawing this century.  

There was a picture of a beach he’d had in a dream on one page, and fewer than a half-dozen others 

contained rough sketches of some of the monuments on the National Mall. When he returned to the 

States in 1940, an industrialist with military ties had meant to further study Daniel and then loaned 

him to the U.S. Army as a symbol of corporate initiative partnered with military might. At the time, 

he’d wondered whether he was willing to die for his country, or whether he just wanted a good way 

to exit this godforsaken world altogether. For a few years, he had witnessed the worst of humanity, 

and humanity was bent on destroying everything worth living for. Now, as he contemplated the 

evening’s events, he wondered why any of this came to mind just because he had a good-looking 

neighbor. 

He found a pencil in his nightstand drawer, leaned against his headboard, and sketched Nina. 

Forty minutes later, he was surprised to see it was some of his best work, as if he’d been studying her 

as a subject forever. He didn’t even depict her in her apartment—she was on a beach, wearing a loose, 

flowing tunic that the breeze swept sideways, hinting at the figure underneath. Her back was arched 

as she smiled up at the sky, reaching her hands back, twisting her long hair into a knot. He studied 

the scene. Like the beach he’d drawn and had tattooed over his heart three years ago, he knew every 

rock and the exact shape of the shoreline without having to think twice, knowing full well he’d never 

been there. The sketch was in pencil, but he also knew every nuance of color there would be if he 

had proper art supplies. “Me and my stupid fantasies. Get a grip, Hecht. You’re acting like a creep.” 

He tore the page out of the book, balled it up, and tossed it into the trashcan from across the room. 



Daniel was exhausted the next morning. Nina opened the door just as he lifted his hand to knock, 

and she caught him by the wrist before he rapped her on the nose. “Quick reflexes,” he grinned. She 

smiled and offered him breakfast: blueberry yogurt. He hated yogurt but ate it anyway. 

 

 

 


